
Nick 
sorry for the late reply to your email regards sea trout catch and release policy 
where I believe that we as responsible fishers should be looking at preservation 
of the stock of sea trout, but it makes it more difficult to encourage people to 
buy tickets for the fishing being now or soon to be a catch and release river with 
conditions on the salmon fishing also will we get enough people interested in 
buying permits to help regenerate money back into the system to help the 
stocking levels?. may I suggest that maybe the introduction of tags being given 
to each member say 3 tags per season member and when used up they have to 
purchase more this would generate more money into the stocking programme. A 
daily permit would have 1 tag per fish 1 salmon 1 sea trout and if the same 
fisher came back to purchase another he would get the same tags to a total of 3 
times then catch and release all sea trout, it makes it difficult for fishers who 
travel a distance to come and fish the Annan and go home with no fish at all 
unless you were fortunate enough to catch a salmon but we all know that 
the Annan is a good river when sea trout run the water, am all for preservation 
but the though of travelling 180 miles to fish and coming back with none for the 
pot or to put on the table when entertaining friends, we must have some kind of 
answer to help the stock level and keep the angler happy whilst paying there 
permits. 
 
once again sorry for late input I have used the tagging system before and it 
works well the tags are designed so once you put them through the gills and 
mouth you cannot use them again and you send it into the club for recording as 
each tag has a number on it 
 
 
 
To: Mary Colville, 
Clerk to the River Annan Fishery Board 
 
 
I am secretary of a group that has received funding from the Common Good Fund.  The 
grant has enabled us to carry out projects that have benefited the community. 
 
I endorse the well-reasoned submissions from the Royal Burgh of Annan Common Good 
Fund and others opposing the application for legislation to ban the taking of sea trout. 
 
This measure, not undertaken by any other river board on the Solway, based on one data 
set that may or not be accurate, is a sledgehammer to crack a nut and is unscientific as no 
account of has been taken of the effect of 

- Habitat degradation 
- Weather conditions especially rainfall 
- Pollution 
- Physical barriers to spawning grounds 
- Pests eg sea lice 
- Diseases 



- Predators – mammalian, avian, piscatorial 
 
 

The implications resulting from the ban would be 
- Financial  reduced income to CGF therefore reduced grants to 

community groups 
reduced income for haaf netters and nets 
rods will go elsewhere – reduced visitor spend in area  

- Heritage    a birthright, a unique selling point for tourism 
- Culture   once lost can never be restored. 

 
 
The imposition of a catch and release policy on its own does not guarantee improvement in 
stocks of sea trout.  What happens at the end of 5 years if no improvement?  The real 
underlying causes of decrease in sea trout stocks will still be there perhaps worse. 
 






